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ALGEBRAS OF INFINITE DOMINANT DIMENSION

By

Roberto Martinez Villa

A well know conjecture posed by Nakayama says that a finite dimensional

K-algebra A over a fieldK and of infinite dominant dimension must be self-

injective. In this paper we will continue our investigations on algebras of

infinitedominant dimension started in [11]. We will study for such algebras

the category mod (mod^) of all finitelypresented contravariant functors vanish-

ing on projectives. This category is an abelian category with enough projec-

tives and injectives, so we can extend to it the notion of dominant dimension.

Let ^=modyf be the category of finitelygenerated modules and JH=modj the

stable category, mod(cSK) is the category of finitelypresented contravariant

functors from JM to the category of abelian groups, mod (modyj) can be inter-

preted in a different way: mod (3t) and mod (mod^) are equivalent categories.

Let A be a K-algebra of infinite dominant dimension, 3)―3)om.A the sub-

category mod^ of all modules of infinitedominant dimension and <D the stable

category, the inclusion of g) in M induces functors:

JK(g)―: mod (£))―> mod (M) and res : mod (M) ―> Mod Cg))

We call to the image of
<J2(g)―

the category of induced functors.

Si

It is proved in this paper that if one of the following two conditions hold,

then A is selfmjective:

a) The image of res lies in mod (iD).

b) The category of induced functors is contravariantly finitein mod (31).

Another related result that is proved here is the following:

With the same notation and hypothesis as above, let 3)om (<M) denote the

full subcategory of mod (JM) of allfunctors of infinitedominant dimension then:

i) The induced functors form a subcategory of 3)om (31).

ii) If the induced functors form a contravariantly finite subcategory of

Wom. (M) then A is selfinjective.

We will use freely the notion of contravariantly finiteness developed in [6],
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[8].

We recall the following definitionsfrom [5], [6] :

A fullsubcategory C of modyf is called resolving if it satisfiesthe following

conditions:

i) The subcategory & of all finitely generated projectives is contained

in C.

ii) If 0―>A->.B-≫C->0 is an exact sequence and A, C^C then B^C.

iii) With the same exact sequence as in ii),if B, C^C then A^C.

We say that an additive category C has pseudokernels if given any map

/: X~^Y in C there exists a map g: Z-^X such that the induced sequence of

functors and natural transformations:

Eom(-g) Hom(-/)
Homc(-, Z) >Homc(-, X) >Homc(-, Y)

is exact.

Given any additive category C we denote by Mod (C) the category of con-

travariant functors from C to the category of abelian groups and by mod (C)

the full subcategory of Mod(C) of all finitelypresented functors.

The following proposition is proved in [1] :

Proposition 1. Let C be an additive category, the following conditions are

equivolent:

i) C has pseudokernels.

ii) mod (C) is ahelian.

We need the following:

Lemma 2. Let C be a resolving subcategory of modyj then the stable cate-

gory C has pseudokernels.

Proof. Let / : B-^C be a map in C_and / a representativeof /. Let P

be the projectivecover of C and k: P-+C an epimorphism. Consider the exact

sequence:

W (/ *)
*) 0 ― A ―> flcP―> C -> 0, where the kernel of (/ n) A, A(=C.

We have g=( j and /=(/ it). We claim that g:A->C is the pseudo-

kernel of /.

The sequence *) induces an exact sequence of functors:
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Hom(-(f))
Hom(-(/jr))

0 ―> HomX-, A) > Honu(-, B@P) > Hom^-, C)

11

It was proved in [10] that passing to the stable category the above sequence

induces an exact sequence:

Hom(-g) Hom(-/)
Horn/-, A) "HomX-, B) >HomJ,(-, Q,

as riaimpH.

Proposition 3. Let A be a finitedimensional associativeK-algebra. Denote

by JM―mo&A and let C be a resolving subcategory of JM. The inclusion of C_in

JM induces functors:

JM (g> - : Mod (£)―> Mod {31) and res : Mod (M) ―> Mod (£),

with res the restrictionfunctor and ^0― its right adjoint, res is exact and
c_

<M.§§―
is right exact preserving projective functors.

c_

mod (£) and mod (<3l)are abelian categories and we have induced functors:

JA (g)―: mod (C) ―> mod (<3l) and res: mod (JM) ―> Mod (£).
c

Proof. This is a particular case of the functors considered in [2].

The following stable category was considered in [5] : mod (mod^) denotes

the full subcategory of mod (modj) of all functors F vanishing on projectives,

i.e. F(A)=0. We have the following proposition:

Proposition 4 [5]. There existsan isomorphism of categories', mod (mod a)

= mod (mod A

Proof. We sketch the proof:

The canonical functor: it: mocb->mocb induces a functor 0 : Mod (mod)-*

Mod(modyf) given by : 0{F)=Ftc, which in turn induces a functor : 0': mod(mod^)

-≫mod(mod/i). It is easily proved that 0' is an isomorphism.

It was proved in [4] that the category mod (mod a) has projective objects

the functors Hom^( ―,X) and injective objects the functors Ext^(―, Y). We

will consider the isomorphism of categories given in the above proposition as

an identification. In this way we obtain a description of the projective and

injective objects in mod (mod A
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Returning to resolving categories we have the following proposition:

Proposition 5. Let A be any K-algebra and C a resolving subcategory af

mody}=c5^, then the following conditions are equivalent:

i) C is contravariantly finite.

ii) The functor res: mod(<3M,)―>Mod(£)has image contained in mod(C).

Proof, i) imply ii):

Let Hom( ―, C)emod(≪JD. C contravariantly finiteimplies there existsIgC

and an epimorphism of functors: H: Homc(―, X)―>Hom(―, C)|c―≫0which is

given by a map: f:X-*C. Taking the projective cover of C we complete /

to an exact sequence: Q~^A-^XRP―>C―>0 which induces exact sequence of

functors:

0 ―> Horace-, A) ―> Hom^(~, XRP) ―> Hom^-, C) and

Horace-, A) ―>Hom/t(-. X)―>Hom/t(-. C).

Applying the functor res to the last sequence we obtain: Hom^(―, A)＼c

-Homc(-, X)-+tiomA{-, C)|c-0.

Using again that C is contravariantly finitewe obtain FgC and an epi-

morphism :

Homc(-, Y)―>Hom(-, A)＼c―>0.

Hence; we have an exact sequence of functors:

Homc(-, Y)―>Homc(-, X)―>Homyl(-, C)＼c―>0.

Therefore res Horn(-. C)emod(C).

Now let FGmod(≪^). There exists a presentation:

Hom(-, B)―>Hom(-, C)―>F―>0

with B, Cemod^.

Applying res we obtain an exact sequence:

res Horn (--, E) ―> res Horn (―, C) ―> res F―> 0 .

res Horn(―, B), res Horn( ―, C)emod(C) and mod(C) abelian imply that res Fe

mod (£).

ii)imply i):

Let Bemod^. res Horn ( ―, B) finitelypresented implies there exists X^C

and an epimorphism: Homc(―, X) ―>Hom( ―, B)＼c―>0 induced by a map:

/ : X->B. Let P be the projective cover of B and / a representative of /, /

can be completed to an epimorphism: X@P~^B―≫0 which induces an epimor-
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phism of functors: Homc(―, X@P)^-Hom( ―, Z?)|c―>0. Since X0P is an object

of C, C is contravariantly finite.

Corollary. Lei A be a finitedimensional K-algebra of infinite dominant

dimension and 3) the category of modules of infinitedominant dimension. If the

functor: res: mod(≪JM)―>Mod(iZ))has image contained in modCg)) then A is selfin-

jective.

Proof. It was proved in [11] that if 3) is contravariantly finiteand A of

infinitedominant dimension then A is selfiniective.

Proposition 6. Let A be an artin algebra then:

i) mod(mod^) has projective objects the functors Hom( ―, B) and injective

objects the functors ExtJK―, B) with B^modA.

ii) A projective functor Hom( ―, B) is injectiveif and onlyif the projective

cover of B is injective. In thiscase Hom(―, B) = ExtA( ―, @(B)).

iii) An injective functor Extjj(―,B) is projectiveif and only if the injective

envelope of B is projective. In this case Ext^(―, j?)sHom( ―, Q~l(B)).

We will say that mod (mod/f) is Frobenius when every projective functor is

injective and every injective functor is projective.

We recall the following definitionsfrom [9] and [4] :

Let A be an artin algebra. A node of A is a non projective, non injective,

simple module S such that there exists an almost split sequence: 0-≫r(S)―>.P―>

S―>0 with P projective.

A non splittableexact sequence 0->A^B-+C-^Q is minimal if it is not iso-

morphic to a direct sum of a non splittableexact sequence 0―*A'-^B'―>C'―*Q

and a splittablesequence 0->A"-+B"-+C"-+Q such that not all A", B", C" are

zero.

It was proved in [4] that given a minimal exact sequence 0-*A-^B-^C-≫Q,

we have an exact sequence of functors: 0―>Hom^( , A)-^HomA(, B)―>Hom^(, C)

―>F―>0. The sequence is a minimal projective resolution of F in mod(mod^),

FemodCmod/f) and we have a minimal projective presentation of F in mod (mod a):

Hom( , 5)-≫Hom( , Q^F^O.

We have the following:

Proposition 7. Let A be an indecomposable artin algebra with no nodes

The the following conditions are equivalent:
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i) A is selfinjective or Morita equivalent to j4i=( n

dimensional division algebra.

ii) mod (mod/)) is Frobenius.

iii) Every projective functor in mod(modyj) is injective.

iv) Every injective functor in mod(modyi) is projective.

j with D a finite

Proof. We may assume A is basic.

It is clear that ii) implies iii)and iv).

i) implies ii):

By Proposition 6 if A is selfinjectivethen mod (mod a) is Frobenius.

If A = Ai then A has only three indecomposable modules: a simple projec-

tive Si, a projective injective P and a simple injective S. They are related by

the exact sequence: 0-^Si-≫P―>S-^0.

Therefore Hom(―, S) = Ext^(―, S{) is a projective injective functor which

is the only indecomposable projective functor and the only indecomposable injec-

tive functor.

We prove that iv) implies i).

Let S be a non injective simple module and / its injective envelope. The

exact sequence: 0->S―>/->//S―≫()is minimal and induces an exact sequence of

functors:

*) Hgm(-, /) ―> Hom(-, I/S) ―> F ―> 0 , where FsExtX-, S).

The sequence *) is a minimal projective presentation of F, if we assume

that F is projective then Hom(―, /)=0 and / is projective. Hence; every non

simple indecomposable injective is projective.

Let S be a simple injective which is non projective. We know by [3] that

the almost splitsequence of S is: 0-*r(S)-^£-≫S-*0with E injective. It follows

that E is projective and by [3], E is projective and r(S) is simple. If t(S)=S1

is non projective then it is a node. Contradicting the hypothesis.

Assume Si is projective. Let P' be an indecomposable projective and assume

that there is a non zero map: f＼Sx-*P'. P―E is an indecomposable projective

injective of length two. The inclusion i: SL->P extends to P'. i.e. there exists

a map g:P'->P such that gf=i. if img=Si then / is an isomorphism. If

im g=P then P is isomorphic to P'. It follows that if P' is an indecomposable

projective which is isomorphic neither to Sx nor to P then Hom^CSic/3, P')=0

=HomA(P', Sx0P).

Since A is indecomposable yl^Endyi(SicP)op = f j.
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D^EndA(S1)op^EndA(P)op = HomA(Su P) .

iii)implies i) is proved by dual arguments.

15

We say that a functor F<=mod(M) has dominant dimension n if there exists

a minimal coresolution:

0
_^ F―≫ ExtX-, At) ―> Ext}(-,

A2) ―>

■■■ExtJi(-, i4B) ―> ExtJK-, ^+1) ―> ･･･

with Ai<=£)otnifor l^z^n and An+1££)omi.

We can extend the notions of [11] as follows:

^Orcre(^)={FemodG30|domdimF^n}, £)om(JM)= D Romn(<3M).
nil

We say that A. has dominant dimension greater or equal to n if Hom(―, B)

G3)omn(iM) f°ra^ -Semod^. 3t has infinitedominant dimension if Hom( ―,B)

^3)nmJ.'M) for all Bemod^ and all n.

Proposition 8. Let A be a l-Gorenstein artin algebra, JM=mod^ then
<M

has dominant dimension greater or eaual to two.

Proof. Let BemocU and 0-≫Q(B)->Q->B->Q exact with Q the projective

cover of B. The injective envelope of Q is projective, hence the injective

envelope of Q(B) is also projective. This means that ExtJi(―,Q), Extji(―,i2(J3))

are projective injective functors.

By the long homology sequence of functors we have an exact sequence:

0-≫Hom(-, 5)->ExtJi(-, 0(fl))->Ex^(-, Q).

It follows that Hom(―. B)^£ioynz(iM)-

Compare Propositions 6 and 8 with the following:

Proposition 9. Let A be an algebra of infinite dominant dimension, S) is

the category of modules of infinite dominant dimension then:

i) mod (gf)is an abelian category with enough projective and injective objects.

ii) Every injective functor in mod(^) is projective.

iii) iD has infinite dominant dimension. Moreover, every element of mod(,2))

hns infinitedominant dimension.

Proof, i) Consider the tensor product functor: JMtg)― : mod(<D)-^mod(JM),

en

denote by J. its image. J. is called the category of induced functors. It is

known by [2] that the tensor product induces an equivalence of categories:
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mod (＼0)= J1.

If F<=mod(W) and Hom<i)(―,ff)->Hom<a(-,C)-^F-*Q is a minimal presenta

tion then applying
<Jf(S>―

to the presentation of F we obtain

S)

JK&Homa (-, B) ―> ^(g)Homs (-, C) ―> ≪3JRF ―> 0 .
0 a a

But ^(^Hom^C-, B) = Hom(-, B) and ^0Homs(-, C)sHom(―, C)

Set G―M^F. G has a projective presentation:
3)

Hom(―, B)-+Hom(―, C) ―>G -* 0. Hence:
<J

is the full subcategory of

mod(Jf) consisting of all functors G with a minimal projective presentation:

HomC-, B)―>Hom(-, C)―>G―>0, with B, Cg5.

By [1] J. is abelian, by [2] has enough projectives and they are of the

form: Hom( , B) with BgS. By [4] J. has enough injectives and they are of

the form Ext}( , B) with B^S).

ii) is clear.

iii) Let Femod(0) and Hom(-, fi)-+Hom(-, C)->F->0 with 5, Ce5) (5

may be projective). We know by [10], that there exists a finitelygenerated

projective P and a map t::P-^C such that: *) O^^4->fi0P<―^ C^O is a

minimal exact sequence.

Since S) is resolving, A<^3). The sequence *) induces exact sequences of

functors:

0 ―> Hom^(-, A) ―> HoiM-, 50P) ―> Hom^(-, C) ―> F―> 0

0_>F―>ExtM-, y4)―^ExtM-, B0F)―*ExtM-, C) ―>

―*Ext5(-, A)-^>Ext*A(-, BRP)―^Ext2A~, C) ―->

―->Ext5,(-, A)―*Ext"A(-, 50P)―->Ext*,(-, C) ―>-.

But ExtM-, ^O = Exti(-, Q-k+1(X)) for all fe^l and Ig5) implies Q~kX^3)

for all ^^0. Therefore the above long sequence is an injective coresolution of

F consisting of projective injective functors.

We want to compare the categories ^)om(^t) and mod(.2)). We do so in the

following:

Theorem 10. Let A be a finite dimensional associative algebra of infinite

dominant dimension. 31, 3), mod(^), mod(c^) the categories of functors defined

above. Then the following two conditions hold:
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i) The tensor product functor:
<M§?)―:

mod(ig) has image contained in
w

5)o≫i(J).

ii) Let F^3)om(<3ti) he a functor with no protective infective summands, then

there
exists a functor F'emod(^) such that: F<=<?M<g)F'

a.

Proof, i) Was proved in the previous proposition.

We prove ii) now:

Let Fe£)om(JM) be a functor with no projective injective summands and

Hom(-/')
Hom(―, B') ―≫Hom(―, C)-*F~*0 a minimal projective presentation of F.

We want to prove that B', C^3)omn for every integer n. We will prove it by

induction on n.

Let:

0
__> f ―^ Exti(-. A) ―>

Exti(-. A.) ―> ■■■Exti(-. A,) ―>

be a minimal injective coresolution of F consisting of projective injectives.
i

e

Since the presentation of F give above is minimal, the map /': B'-*C, with

/' a representative of /', can be completed to a minimal exact sequence: (see

if') "(/･,')

[10])0-≫i4―> B'QP'―>C^Q, where P' is finitely generated projective.

Assume P' = Q($P where Q has no injective summands and P is projective

injective. Set B = B'RQ. B has no projective injective summands. We write

(f)
(/ p)

the above sequence as: *) 0->A―> B@P―>C―>0. By [4], *) induces a

Ext(-g)minimal injective copresentation of F: 0―>F―> Ext^(―, A) >ExtJi(―,B).

Decompose B as B=B1@I, I injective and Bx with no injective summands.

The map g decomposes as: g: A-*BX^I g=(°l＼ We have the following com-

mutative square with the vertical maps isomorphisms:

Ext(-^)
ExtJK-, A) >ExtM~, Bt)

I I

Ext(-^)
Extji(-, A) "ExtJK-, B)

Therefore: Fs Ker Ext^ {-gi).

A has no injective summands, otherwise *) would not be minimal. It fol-

lows A=Ai and B^A^. So, A, B^Womi.

Let Pi be the injective envelope of A. F, is projective, the map gx: A-+B,
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can be completed to an exact sequence: 0+-A ―h> B^Pi―>F-^0, which induces

exact sequences of functors:

Q-^UomA(-, A)―>Honu(-, B1RP1)―>Hom^(-, Y)―*H-^0

0_^//_>ExtM-, A)―+ExtA(-, B1RP1).

It follows as above that F^H.

F has a minimal projective resolution in mod (modA):

0―> Horace-, A)―> Horn^C-, 50P) ―> H01M-, C)―> F―>0.

It follows that Horry (-, BcP) is a summand of Hom^C―, fli0.Pi). There-

fore there exists a module Z such that: fiePeZs^QPiSBie/ePSZ.

Hence; / is projective.

Since B has no projective injective injective summands /=0 and B^A2.

Consider now the exact sequence of functors:

Hom(-, C) ―> Hom(-, Q~lA) ―> Q~lF ―> 0 .

Since F has no projective injective summands the above sequence is a

minimal projective presentation of Q~lF.

Repeating the arguments used, we have a minimal exact sequence: 0-^X-+

C0Pa-≫0~M->O, with P2 projective.

This sequence induces a minimal injective copresentation of Q~1F:Q-^Q~1F

― ExtM―, X)-*Extji(―, CQP2), but Q~lF has a copresentation : 0-* Q~lF ―

ExtK―> B)-^Ex.tlA{―,C), minimal in the firstterm and X, B with no injective

summands, it follows that X~B and P2 is injective.

It follows as in the firstpart of the proof, that C has no injective sum-

mands and Cg^)o≫1i.

The sequence: Hom(―, i3"1J3)-^Hom(―, Q~1C)-*Q~3F~^0 is a minimal pro-

jective presentation of the functor Q'3F with no projective injective summands

and of infinitedominant dimension. So we have the same hypothesis on F and

Q~%F, if we assume Q~1B, Q~lC^S)omn then B, C<=£Domn+i- It follows by in-

duction that B, C, A^.£Dom.

Therefore F=3l(g)re$F, as claimed.

Denote by Codonii the full subcategory of modyj of all modules with a pro-

jective cover which is also injective.

Given any full subcategory C of mod^ the following notion was defined in

[7]:

Rapp(C)= {vYeMod^l there exists CgC and a map /: C^X such that the
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following sequence of functors is exact: Homc ( , C)―>Hom,i( , X) |c―>0},where

Hom^( , X)＼c denotes the restrictionof Hom^( , X) to the category C.

We have the following lemma:

Lemma 11. Assume A is a K-algebra of infinitedominant dimension. If

CoaoniiQRapp(£)) then 3) is contravariantly finite.

Proof, i) Let X be any finitely generated A -module, l its injective en-

velope and 0―>X―>I―>Q~1X-^Q an exact sequence. The projective cover of /

is injective,([11]) hence Q~lX^Codomi.

By [11], Rapp(^)om)={XGmody!| there exists an integer k^Q such that

Q-＼X)^g)om}.

It follows that XeRapp(iD).

From this lemma we obtain our main theorem:

Theorem 12. Let A be a K-algebra of infinite dominant dimension, let

mod(iZ)),mod(c^f) be the categories defined above and
<M(>§―

: mod {3))―>mod(JM)

the tensor functor.

Assume that the category of induced functors is contravariantly finitein

(DomdM), then A is selfinjective.

Proof. Let B <=Co do mi then Hom( ―. B)=Ext1A(-> QB)^S)om(JM)- Let F

be an induced functor and 0: F―>Hom( ―, B) a right approximation. The pro-

jective cover of F is of the form tc: Hom( ―, t4)-+F-^0, with A^3)omA- By

Yoneda's lemma, the natural transformation fin is ^7r=Hom(―, /). Let Cg

3)om.A,Hom(―, C) is in £)om(JM).

For any map:Hom(―, g):Hom( ―, Q―>Hom(―, B) there exists a map:

tj:Hom( ―, C)^Fsuch that <f>r/=Hom( ―. ^). But Hom( ―, C) projectiveimplies

there exists a map : Hom( ―, h): Hom( ―, C)->Hom(―, A) such that ttHom(―, h)

= V-

Therefore Hom(―, /)Hom(―, /i)=Hom( ―.^). Then the map / : A-+B has

the property that any map g: C-^-B lifts to A. Taking the projective cover of

B, Q, we obtain a right ^-approximation to B, AQ)Q-^B.

We have proved that BeRapp(^)).

By Lemma 11, 3) is contravariantly finiteand by [11], A is selfinjective.

Corollary. Let A be a K-algehra of infinitedominant dimension, let mod(£D),
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mod(≪J£)be the categories defined above and M(&― : mod(.g)―mod(M) the tensor

functor.

Assume that

mod(<JO, then A

the category of induced functors is contravariantly finitein

is selfinjective.

Proof. If every functor in mod(JM) can be right approximated by induced

functors, in particular,every functor in Worn (JM) can be right approximated by

by induced functors.
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